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ABSTRAK

The thesis is entitled ethnography of communication in face the nation talk show: Edward Snowden cases. This thesis find the elements of ethnography of communication in the talk show among Major Garrett (host interviewer) Michael Hayden, Jesselyn Radack, Thomas Drake, Barton Gellman, James Fallows, Laura Sydell, Seth Fletcher, and Jeffrey Kluger (guest star interviewee) the data download on http://www.cbsnews.com/news/face-the-nation-transcripts-december-29-2013-hayden-drake-raddack-gellman/. The element ethnography of communication are setting time is at morning and setting place in studio. Scene of the talk show edward snowden cases, participant, end, act sequence is divided into three parts, opening stage, middle stage and closing stage. Key of the talk show is serious, instrument is spoken language, norm use positive politeness and genre of the talk show is into three stages, they are social function, schematic structures (open stage, middle stage, closing stage) and linguistic features.
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